Abstract. An image stored in image database systems is assumed to be associated with some content-based meta-data about that image, that is, information about objects in the image and absolute/relative spatial relationships among them. An image query for such an image database system can generally be handled in two ways: exact picture matching and approximate picture matching. We address the approximate picture matching problem of central interest in this paper, and present a stepwise approximation of intractable spatial constraints in an image query. Especially, this stepwise approximation may be pre-processed on an image query before an advanced picture matching algorithm is invoked. We then work out details of the stepwise approximation algorithm by analyzing, one by one, all possible 16 cases for results of the object matching step. Our analysis turns out that only 13 cases are valid, while the other 3 cases are identified impossible for finding an exact picture-matching between a query picture and a database picture. The worst-case running time complexity is given for each of them. In order to reduce the number of database pictures being matched by a user query, we also provide two suggestions to help enhance the effectiveness of image retrieval at the additional time cost.
work on the extended pseudo-symbolic pictures to work for the whole images. In that paper [17] , they proposed a unified iconic indexing, the generalized combined 2D string representation, for images in image databases. Each 2D image is modelled as a generalized extended pseudo-symbolic picture, which has the GEP-2D string representation. Their proposed iconic indexing (GC-2D string representation) combines both the GEP-2D string representation and the usual 2D string representation to capture absolute and relative spatial relationships in the image. The result is better representation of spatial relationships in image databases. Spatial relationships may be absolute or relative, and directional or topological. The 2D string approach developed by Chang et al. [4] is based on (relative) directional spatial relationships: left-of, right-of, above, and below. Spatial relationships proposed in our work [15, 16, 17, 19] are quite general, can be (absolute) directional, (relative) directional, or (absolute) topological.
In [18] , Zhang et al. proposed the important consistency problem about content-based image indexing and retrieval, and presented a model for Content-based Image DataBase Systems (CIDBS). They described major components of image database systems, and demonstrated how these components work together to facilitate content-based image indexing and retrieval. In their most recent paper [20] , Zhang and Yau have presented a very general approach to indexing and retrieval of images in image database systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show how to specify a general user query, and then utilize our polynomial-time algorithm, proposed in [18] , to verify the consistency among spatial constraints in the query image. In Section 3, we address the approximate picture matching problem of central interest in this paper, and present a stepwise approximation of intractable spatial constraints in an image query. We formulate 16 possible cases for results of the object matching step, and then work out details of the stepwise approximation algorithm by analyzing them one by one. Our analysis turns out that only 13 cases are valid, while the other 3 cases are identified impossible for finding an exact picture-matching between a query picture and a database picture. The worst-case running time complexity is given for each of them. In order to reduce the number of database pictures being matched by a user query, we also provide two ways to help enhance the effectiveness of image retrieval at the additional time cost. In Section 4, we discuss related work. Conclusion and future research are given in Section 5.
A Consistent Image Query Formulation.
In this section, we first show how to specify a general user query, and then utilize our polynomial-time algorithm, proposed in [18] , to verify the consistency among spatial constraints in the query image.
Specifying a User Query.
A real picture is assumed to be associated with some content-based meta-data about that picture, that is, information about objects in the picture and absolute/relative spatial relationships among them. An object in a real picture corresponds to a significant element of the image. Depending on the application, the significant elements of the image can be pixels, lines, regions, etc. A spatial relationship among objects is relative if it is determined by the position of the centroid of its objects. A spatial relationship is absolute if it is determined by the absolute position of its objects in the image. The following various absolute spatial relationships are of common interest in pictorial databases: left-of, right-of, in-front-of, behind, above, below, inside, outside, and overlaps. Only the first six spatial operators are considered for relative spatial relationships, since inside, outside, and overlaps operators are not applicable. Note that the first six spatial operators are directional and the last three spatial operators are topological.
We will use x a and x r to indicate the absolute spatial operator x and the relative spatial operator x respectively. For example, below a is the absolute below spatial operator while below r is the relative below spatial operator. Note that right-of and above are dual spatial operators of left-of and below respectively, and in-front-of and behind spatial operators are only applicable for three dimensional pictures. Let
Clearly we can just use these seven spatial operators in R to specify spatial constraints among objects in a planar (i.e., two-dimensional) picture. Then an image stored in the image database is assumed to be represented by objects in the image and the complete information about absolute/relative spatial relationships of R among them. Now a user query is of the following form:
An image query Q: Find images containing a nonempty finite set O Q of objects and another set (possibly null) F Q of (2) absolute/relative spatial relationships of R among them.
That is, an image f stored in the image database is matched by an image query Q if f contains a set O Q of objects satisfying spatial constraints F Q among these objects in O Q . We call it an exact picture-matching between Q and f . Note that the set F Q in the image query Q implicitly indicates the conjunction of all absolute/relative spatial relationships in F Q using the ∧ (i.e., AND) logical operator. A more general user query may then be formulated from the above user queries in (2) using both ∧ (i.e., AND) and ∨ (i.e., OR) logical operators. Observe that
for any three user queries Q 1 , Q 2 , and Q 3 in (2); and both Q 1 ∧ Q 3 and Q 2 ∧ Q 3 can be reduced, in view of the user's preference, to the appropriate forms of a user query in (2) respectively. Thus, a more general user query is, in fact, the disjunction of the above user queries in (2) using ∨ (i.e., OR) logical operators. Therefore, a more general user query can always be handled via its user subqueries in (2) ; that is, the query outcome of a more general user query consists of all query outcomes of its user subqueries in (2).
Consistency Checking of Spatial Constraints in a User
Query. The meta-data about a real picture might contain certain incorrect information about the picture, which is introduced during the image capture stage, possibly because of limitations of existing image-processing algorithms or manual errors. In [18] , we considered the following consistency problem: Does the meta-data about a picture contain certain contradictory information across the entire database having all meta-data information about pictures? The consistency problem is of common interest for content-based image database systems, and the Consistency Checking Mechanism is dedicated to verify/maintain consistency of meta-data information about pictures across the entire database. We [18] presented a polynomial-time algorithm for consistency checking of spatial relationships in a picture. However, our proposed consistency checking algorithm might fail to detect inconsistency of the description of absolute spatial relationships (involving inside, outside, and overlaps) for certain planar pictures.
As suggested in [18] , the consistency problem may happen to an image query. It is possible to have contradictory content-based information description about a picture in an image query the user provides through the User Interface during the image retrieval stage. This may occur for a casual or novice user, and more likely when more objects are involved in an image query. This type of contradictory image queries needs to be detected/corrected during the image query formulation and before they are submitted for the Image Matching component. Otherwise, it will be a disaster if a contradictory image query is submitted for the image-matching in a huge image database, since it will waste time particularly for applications such as law enforcement and criminal investigation, and consume a lot of real-time system resources spending on image-matching which definitely results in no matching. We can utilize our polynomial-time algorithm, proposed in [18] , to verify the consistency among spatial relationships in the query image. Note that it is not necessary to check the consistency among objects in the query image.
A Stepwise Approximation of Spatial
Constraints. An image query for image databases can generally be handled in two ways: exact picture matching and approximate picture matching [20] . In this section we address the approximate picture matching problem of central interest in this paper.
Let an image query Q have q (q ≥ 0) absolute/relative spatial constraints r i , 1 ≤ i ≤ q, among its involved objects. Observe that, when q = 0, no spatial constraints are imposed among objects in Q and the image matching process will only perform matching of objects between Q and a picture stored in the database. Let f be a stored image fetched from the database. To satisfy the spatial constraints imposed by Q on f during the image query processing, we can have the following stepwise query approximation: match each spatial relationship r i (1 ≤ i ≤ q) imposed by the query image Q, one after one, in the stored image f ; this process will stop and return "No Matching between Q and f " if at least one of these q spatial relationships is not matched in f , and it will successfully terminate otherwise.
The following Theorem 3.1 states that every database image matched exactly by a user query is always matched by it using the above stepwise query approximation. This important fact ensures that all database images, matched exactly by a user query, are always contained in the query outcome of the stepwise query approximation, though additional database images may be approximately matched by it. Proof. Observe that, in order to match each spatial relationship r i (1 ≤ i ≤ q) imposed by the query image Q in the stored image f , one needs to check at most O(N 2 ) spatial relationships in f . Theorem 3.2 shows that our proposed stepwise query approximation on spatial constraints is reasonably fast. Especially, this stepwise approximation is quite simple and straightforward to implement, it may thus be pre-processed on an image query before an advanced picture-matching algorithm is invoked.
Let Q be a user query. We can use our proposed efficient algorithm with the time complexity at most O(m 3 ), in [15, Chapter 2] [17] , to compute the set of all deducible spatial relationships from F Q under a system of rules (i.e., the maximal set of F Q ), where m is the number of all involved objects in Q. In view of the following Theorem 3.3, we can always take the modified user query of Q, with the set of objects O Q and the maximal set of F Q , to perform the stepwise query approximation on spatial constraints. Clearly it helps exclude the database pictures, which fail the test of additional spatial constraints not in F Q , from being matched by Q at the extra time cost as indicated in Theorem 3.2. Thus, it helps reduce the number of database pictures being matched by Q to enhance the effectiveness of image retrieval.
THEOREM 3.3. Let Q and f be a user picture and a database picture respectively. If f is matched by the modified user query with the set of objects O
Q and the maximal set of F Q using the above stepwise query approximation on spatial constraints, then f is matched by Q too.
Proof. Directly from the fact that the maximal set of F Q always contains F Q .
Matching of Objects.
The picture-matching algorithm consists of both matching of objects and matching of spatial relationships [20] . Given a query picture Q and a picture f stored in the database, the matching step between objects in Q and objects in f will check all possible pairs of an object in Q and an object in f . Let Q have totally s significant objects O Q k
. Then the step for matching of objects will yield that:
if the picture-matching process determines the matching between O Q and O f using an object matching scheme M β in M [20] . If there exists an object O Q in Q matching none of objects O f in f , then the stored image f is clearly not matched by the given query image Q, and the picture-matching process will continue on the next available image stored in the database. Otherwise, that is, if every object O Q in Q matches at least one object O f in f , then the step for matching of spatial relationships will follow for further picture-matching between the query image Q and the stored image f .
An object may appear multiple times in a user query and a picture stored in the database. Multiple occurrences of a same object can be represented by a same object symbol associated with different subscripts [15, Chapter 3] [17]. Consider, for example, k (> 1) occurrences of a same object denoted by a symbol a, are represented, respectively, by a 0 (= a), a 1 , . . . , a k−1 . We always treat all these k object symbols a j (0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1) as "the same object symbol like a" (the main purpose of using subscripts is to capture different physical locations of multiple occurrences of a same object). In another word, when "two distinct (object) symbols a and b" is mentioned in the context, it does mean "a and b represent two distinct objects," and it does not mean "both a and b represent two occurrences of a same object." There are four combinations of a query picture Q and a database picture f , depending on single/multiple occurrence(s) of objects in Q and f :
1. Each (object) symbol occurs only once in both Q and f . 2. At least one (object) symbol occurs more than once in Q, while each (object) symbol occurs only once in f . 3. Each (object) symbol occurs only once in Q, while at least one (object) symbol occurs more than once in f . 4. At least one (object) symbol occurs more than once in both Q and f .
The following two cases of matching, between a symbol in Q and a symbol in f , are identified: I. Each (object) symbol in Q matches at most one (object) symbol in f . II. At least one (object) symbol in Q matches more than one distinct (object) symbols in f . Furthermore, there are two possible consequences regarding matching results of two distinct (object) symbols in Q:
A. No two distinct (object) symbols in Q match a same (object) symbol in f . B. At least two distinct (object) symbols in Q match a same (object) symbol in f . Now, results of the matching step between objects in Q and objects in f vary on different combinations (totally 16 cases) of the above three types of considerations. As discussed in the next Section 3.2, in fact, only 13 cases are valid while the other 3 cases are identified impossible for finding an exact picture-matching between Q and f .
Observe that, if two distinct symbols in Q match a same symbol in f for case I.B., then these two distinct symbols in Q match exactly the same symbol in f . Now, let us present examples to demonstrate all four possible cases I.A, I.B, II.A, and II.B. Consider, for example, a class of simplified car objects with only two properties (i.e., attributes) make and type: car(make, type): make can be BMW and Ford, type can be passenger and sports.
Let f 1 be a database picture with three car objects, of which two are BMW passenger cars represented by a 0 (= a) and a 1 , where a is car(BMW, passenger), and another one is a Ford passenger car represented by b 0 (= b), where b is car(Ford, passenger). Let Q 1 be a query picture having two car objects, with one BMW passenger car and another Ford passenger car. Then case I.A holds between Q 1 and f 1 . Let Q 2 be a query picture having two car objects, with one BMW passenger car and another BMW car (the user doesn't specify whether the type of the second car is passenger or sports!). Then both objects in Q 2 match the same symbol a in f 1 , that is, case I.B holds between Q 2 and f 1 . Let Q 3 be a query picture having two car objects, with one BMW passenger car and another passenger car (the user doesn't specify whether the second car is BMW or Ford!). Then the second object in Q 3 matches both a and b in f 1 , that is, case II.B holds between Q 3 and f 1 . Let Q 4 be a query picture having two car objects, one of which is a passenger car (the user doesn't specify whether another car is BMW or Ford, and passenger or sports!). Then both objects in Q 4 match both a and b in f 1 , that is, case II.B holds between Q 4 and f 1 . Let f 2 be a database picture having three car objects, with one BMW passenger car represented by a 0 (= a), where a is car(BMW, passenger), one Ford passenger car represented by b 0 (= b), where b is car(Ford, passenger), and another BMW sports car represented by c 0 (= c), where c is car(BMW, sports). Let Q 5 be a query picture having two car objects, with one BMW car (the user doesn't specify whether it is passenger or sports!) and another Ford passenger car. Then case II.A holds between Q 5 and f 2 . Let Q 6 be a query picture having two car objects, with one BMW car (the user doesn't specify whether it is passenger or sports!) and another passenger car (the user doesn't specify whether the second car is BMW or Ford!). Then the first BMW car in Q 6 matches both a and c in f 2 , and the second passenger car in Q 6 matches both a and b in f 2 ; that is, case II.B holds between Q 6 and f 2 .
Observe that, if two distinct symbols a and b in a user query Q match a same symbol in a database picture f for case II.B, then one of the following four holds: The picture-matching algorithm consists of both matching of objects and matching of spatial relationships [20] . Given a query picture Q and a database picture f , the matching step between objects in Q and objects in f will check all possible pairs of an object in Q and an object in f . In fact, if Q and f have an object symbol a Q of k multiple occurrences and another object symbol b f of l multiple occurrences respectively, then it only needs to perform the object matching between a Q (= a That is, to perform the step of object matching, it only needs to check s * t pairs of s distinct objects in Q and t distinct objects in f . Thus, the number of object pairs needed to be checked for the step of object matching is always bounded by m * N, where m and N are the numbers of all involved objects in Q and in f respectively. It should be noted that m ≤ N. Otherwise, if m > N, there are not enough objects in f being matched by objects in Q and an exact picture-matching between Q and f then become impossible. After the step of object matching, the step for matching of spatial relationships will follow for further picture-matching between the query image Q and the stored image f . We will perform a stepwise approximation of spatial constraints, instead of an exact matching between spatial relationships in Q and spatial relationships in f .
It should be quite simple to view the result of matching, between objects in a query picture Q and objects in a database picture f , using an object matching matrix. We can construct an object matching matrix M of s × t, where s and t are the numbers of distinct objects in Q and in f respectively, to represent the result of object matching between Q and f in the following way. The rows and columns of the matrix M are, respectively, labelled by s distinct (object) symbols in Q and t distinct (object) symbols in f . Then M is the matrix with a 1 in row a Q and column b f if there is a matching between the object a Q in Q and the object b f in f and a 0 there otherwise. The object matching matrix representation may help facilitate the implementation of the algorithm in general, but it might not be needed, e.g., for the case I where each object symbol in Q matches at most one object symbol in f (since it will waste memory!). Now it is quite straightforward to decide, given a query picture Q and a database picture f , which of the 16 cases is applicable to this pair of Q and f ? This can be done in the following way. First, clearly it only needs the time, at most O(m + N), to determine which of the four cases (1-4) is applicable to this pair of Q and f , by deciding single/multiple occurrence(s) of objects in both Q and f . In fact, we assume here that multiple occurrences Obviously it only needs the time O(q) to verify, for each r j ∈ F Q (1 ≤ j ≤ q), whether its corresponding absolute/relative spatial relationship under the object matching given by (3) is valid in the database picture f . If there exists one r j (1 ≤ j ≤ q) in F Q whose corresponding spatial relationship under (3) is invalid in f , then the stored image f is clearly not matched by the given query image Q, and the picture-matching process will continue on the next available image stored in the database. Otherwise, that is, if, for each r j ∈ F Q (1 ≤ j ≤ q), its corresponding spatial relationship under (3) is valid in f , then the step for matching of spatial relationships will yield that the stored image f is matched by the given query image Q. Note that the stepwise approximation algorithm, for this case I.1.A, always generates an exact picture-matching between a query image and a database image, if there is a matching between them. CASE I.1.B. This case is impossible. Because at least two distinct (object) symbols in Q have to match a same (object) symbol with single occurrence in f , no exact picture-matching between Q and f can thus be made.
CASE I.2.A.
This case is impossible. Because multiple (> 1) occurrences of at least one (object) symbol in Q have to match a same (object) symbol with single occurrence in f , no exact picturematching between Q and f can thus be made.
CASE I.2.B.
This case is impossible. In fact, the difficulty of this case I.2.B is at least the combined difficulty of both cases I.1.B and I.2.A. Thus, no exact picture-matching between Q and f can be made either.
CASE I.3.A.
Let the result of the object matching step be
In (4) ; then the stored image f is clearly not matched by the given query image Q, and the picture-matching process will continue on the next available image stored in the database. Otherwise, that is, if the answer is always YES for every pair of k and l (1 ≤ k < l ≤ m), then the step for matching of spatial relationships will yield that the stored image f is matched by the given query image Q.
It is obvious that the number of valid absolute/relative spatial relationships between any two objects, in a picture, is always bounded by |R| (= 7), where R is the set of absolute/relative spatial operators defined in (1) of Section 2.1. Thus, the number of spatial relationships needed to be checked for this case is at most
Therefore, the total time for this case I.3.A is at most O(N 2 ).
Note that, when t 1 = t 2 = · · · = t m = 1, this case I.3.A becomes essentially the same as case I.1.A, and the stepwise approximation algorithm always generates an exact picturematching between a query image and a database image if there is a matching between them; however, when t j > 1 for at least one j (1 ≤ j ≤ m), the algorithm then can not guarantee that an exact picture-matching between a query image Q and a database image f has been generated when the algorithm yields YES for Q and f (i.e., an approximate matching between them). CASE I.3.B. Let the result of the object matching step be the union of following forms:
For at least one of the forms (5) To have an exact picturematching between Q and f , the following necessary condition for each form (5) must hold:
Observe that, the necessary condition (6) for each form (5) 
this situation is similar to that in the case I.3.A, and the algorithm needs to determine that, whether there exist 0 ≤ u ≤ t j − 1 and 0 ≤ v ≤ t k − 1 such that all spatial relationships in 
, then the stored image f is clearly not matched by the given query image Q, and the picture-matching process will continue on the next available database image. Otherwise, that is, if the answer is always YES for every pair of j and k (1 ≤ j < k ≤ m), then the algorithm will yield that the stored image f is matched by the given query image Q.
Using the same argument as in Theorem 3.2, we conclude that the total time for this case I.3.B is always bounded by O(qN 2 ) . CASE I.4.A. Case I.4.A is essentially similar to Case I.3.B, except that multiple occurrences of a same object symbol in Q for Case I.4.A replace several distinct object symbols in Q for Case I.3.B in the left-handed side of (5). Thus, the stepwise approximation algorithm for this case can accordingly be formulated from that for Case I.3.B, and the time complexity is still bounded by O(qN 2 ) .
CASE I.4.B.
Case I.4.B is essentially similar to Case I.3.B, except that multiple occurrences of several distinct object symbols in Q for Case I.4.B are allowed in the left-handed side of (5) instead of several distinct object symbols (with single occurrence) in Q for Case I.3.B. Thus, the stepwise approximation algorithm for this case can accordingly be formulated from that for Case I.3.B, and the time complexity is still bounded by O(qN 2 ) .
CASE II.1.A.
Case II.1.A is essentially similar to Case I.3.A, except that several distinct object symbols in f for Case II.1.A replace multiple occurrences of a same object symbol in f for Case I.3.A in the right-handed side of (4). Thus, the algorithm for this case can accordingly be formulated from that for Case I.3.A, and the time complexity is at most O(N 2 ).
CASE II.1.B.
Assume that, given 1
For at least one pair of j and k
To have an exact picture-matching between Q and f , the following necessary condition must hold:
Note that, the necessary condition (8) can be verified in the time O(mN), by traversing the object matching matrix of Q and f row by row. In fact, it can be done in the following way.
, by traversing the m × N object matching matrix of Q and f row by row and counting the number of 1 s in each row. Second, in order to satisfy the necessary condition (8) , it suffices to verify the following equivalent condition
The condition (9) , with k 1 and k 2 occurrences resp., in Q,
Note that, the necessary condition (11) can be verified in the following way. Let O 4. Discussion of Related Work. Costagliola et al. [5] defined three types (i.e., type-0, type-1, and type-2) of spatial relations respectively, corresponding to each of three types of picture matching by 2D strings defined in [4] . They then used these three types of spatial relations to improve the (approximate) picture-matching of type-0, type-1, and type-2, by avoiding to test some unnecessary (spatial) agreements. In their paper [5] , Costagliola et al. only considered single occurrence of each symbol in the query image and single/multiple occurrence(s) of a symbol in a database image (i.e., both Cases 1 and 3 in our paper). Soffer and Samet [13] presented a method for processing pictorial queries of symbolic images from, e.g., the map domain. They considered multiple/single occurrence(s) of a symbol in a database image while requiring single occurrence of each symbol in the query image (i.e., both Cases 1 and 3 in our paper). In their concluding remarks [13] , it was mentioned that Soffer and Samet were trying to work on handling multiple occurrences of a symbol in the query image. Gudivada and Raghavan [7] gave an algorithm for computing the spatial similarity between a query symbolic image and a database symbolic image, for image retrieval by spatial constraints. In fact, in their paper [7] , they only considered single occurrence of each object in both query and database images (i.e., the simplest Case 1 in our paper). El-Kwae and Kabuka [6] extended the work of Gudivada and Raghavan [7] , and only considered single occurrence of each object in both query and database images, too (i.e., the simplest Case 1 in our paper).
Note that, in [5, 6, 7, 13] , all the authors did not consider the result of object matching between a query image and a database image (i.e., Cases I and II, and Cases A and B); in fact, they all considered only one or two case(s) (i.e., the simplest Case I.1.A, or both Cases I.1.A and I.3.A), out of totally 13 valid cases, respectively, for the questions of their concern.
In [24] , Zhong and Chang used the method of Gudivada and Raghavan [7] to represent spatial relationships, and thus considered only single occurrence of each query region in a query image.
Conclusion and Future
Research. In this paper we have first showed how to formulate a consistent general image query. Then the approximate picture matching problem of central interest in this paper is addressed, and we have presented a stepwise approximation of intractable spatial constraints in an image query. We have worked out details of the algorithm by analyzing, one by one, all possible 16 cases for results of the object matching step. Our analysis turns out that only 13 cases are valid, while the other 3 cases (i.e., I.1.B, I.2.A, and I.2.B) are identified impossible for finding an exact picture-matching between a query picture and a database picture. The worst-case running time complexity is also provided, in Theorem 3.4, for each of them.
In order to reduce the number of database pictures being matched by a user query, we can have two ways to help enhance the effectiveness of image retrieval at the additional time cost. First, given a user query Q, we can always take the modified user query of Q, with the set of objects O Q and the maximal set of F Q , to perform the stepwise query approximation on spatial constraints. Clearly it helps exclude the database pictures, which fail the test of additional spatial constraints not in F Q , from being matched by Q. Second, we have imposed the necessary condition on the basic size requirement, in the stepwise approximation algorithm, to exclude the database pictures, which fail the test of the necessary condition required by an exact picture-matching, from further picture-matching. The stepwise approximation algorithm with this feature thus outperforms the algorithm without this feature.
Especially, this stepwise approximation of spatial constraints may be pre-processed on an image query before an advanced picture matching algorithm is invoked. Future research is required to further address the issue of using approximate picture matching to handle an image query in image databases. Advanced polynomial-time algorithms for the approximate picture matching need to be much developed to help improve the performance of image retrieval.
In [21] , we have successfully used the method of stepwise approximation of spatial constraints to work out a similarity measure between a query image and a database image, for image retrieval. Furthermore, in [22] , we have worked out an advanced picture matching algorithm to handle a general image query in our proposed content-based image database systems.
